Interview with Don McAlveny on Art Bell RE: GLOBAL WARMING HOAX to
bring in the New World 'Odor'!!!
In 1992, there were 2200 new laws passed by Congress having to do
with The Water Act, Clean Air Act and the Wetlands Act...100's of
thousands of new regulations created each year since 1992 that
requires Agencies & bureaus to be formed to enforce all the
regulations at a cost of $600 BILLION/year !!! Now here's a BIG CHUNK
of our Federal deficit folks !!! These Agencies & bureaus write
regulations to implement these new laws ( 10's of thousands new
regulations each year) 67,772 pages of these new regulations in FINE
PRINT to CONTROL every aspect of our lives since 1992..Making
everybody in this country a Criminal which is the goal of the New
World Order[Odor].. In the past 15-years, can you imagine how many
more regulations have been written !!Enforcing the Environmental
regulations and laws will be the primary vehicle for moving our
nation into a FASCIST PLUTOCRISY where it'll be a Crime to have an
Incandescent lightbulb burning !! They're going to mandate the use of
mercury-laden lightbulbs that cost $35.00/piece & how do you dispose
of these without contaminating the soil, water and air ?? All of this
Global Warming 'hype' can be blamed on a primary source--the Military
H.A.A.R.P. program which may have also been implicated in bringing
down the Space Shuttle Columbia over Texas in March, 2003..As of
1992, 70% of so-called private property was considered by the
government as " wetlands ", whether there was surface water on it or
not !! Under M67( a paper ), an advisory commission in 1971 on
International Government relations issued a paper (M67) calling for a
special Multi-County Interstate Police Force on the merging of all
Police Forces into one National Police Force of over 300,000 MJTF
(Multi-Jurisdictional Task Force) officers-THIS INCLUDES GANG MEMBERS
FOLKS !! In 1995, ALL Sheriffs of all the counties of the U.S.
advised the Gang members in the different cities and towns will be
part of this MJTF & will be used to COLLECT THE GUNS in the event of
a National Emergency...This is being implemented to enforce the
myriad of Environmental regulations by Surveillance and Spying..The
National Police force have joined with the DEA, CIA, EPA, et al...An
International Police force comprised of an undisclosed # of Foreign
troops have been training on our soil for years( since the early
1990's) to be used against Americans during the coming National
Emergency !!!
SHELDON DAY.......

